Annunciation Heights
Behavioral Contract 2019
The following contract must be read, signed and turned in before your camp begins. By signing
this, you are agreeing to live by the following contract for your entire stay at Annunciation
Heights.
In order to create a fun, inclusive and safe environment for everybody, during my stay at
Annunciation Heights I will:
✤ Serve and treat others in a Christ-like manner; treat others as I wish to be treated.
✤ Remember that there is a time for everything (a time for fun, a time for work, a time to be
serious, a time to be loud, a time to be quiet, etc.) and will therefore be aware of “what time
it is” and act accordingly.
✤ Recognize that Annunciation Heights is a substance free zone (i.e. no tobacco, alcohol,
drugs, etc). If I suspect that someone is in possession of these items at camp, I will
immediately notify a staﬀ member.
✤ Remember that Annunciation Heights is a safe place. Therefore, I will not bring any
weapons. Possession of weapons will result in immediate dismissal.
✤ Listen to, and abide by, requests of counselors and staﬀ, as they have my best interests in
mind, and let them know of my whereabouts at all times.
✤ Participate to the best of my ability throughout the duration of the camp and be responsible
for making sure I am at the appropriate place at the appropriate time.
✤ Remain with my counselors and cabin group at all times; follow my counselors directives to
me to ensure proper safety and supervision.
✤ Take responsibility in helping to keep Annunciation Heights clean and in good condition.
I agree to the above covenant and understand that, if I fail to honor it, I will be asked to meet
with the Camp Director or staﬀ of my camp. In some cases where either repeated or gross
violations are made, my parents may be called and may have to come pick me up.
Participant Printed Name __________________________________________________________
Participant Signature_________________________________ Date_________________________
Parent Printed Name ______________________________________________________________
Parent Signature____________________________________ Date__________________________

